Defensive Tactics for
Executive Protection
Protection Response Tactics
This Defensive Tactics course is designed by Alan Baker in collaboration with EPI to produce
a revolutionary system comprised of a variety of striking and grappling arts tailored to fit the
bodyguards and Personal Protection Specialist’s role and environment. Protection Response Tactics
(PRT) is an innovative and proven system of proportionate & appropriate response techniques designed for both the novice and skilled protector.

Module 1:

Module 2:

This module teaches the basic tools and
mechanics needed to defend and protect a
client from a low level threat all the way up to a
more aggressive threat.

This module teaches a protection specialist to
deal with aggressive behavior around doorways,
walls, reception lines, and car doors with the
primary focus being to protect the client and
evacuate them from the threat. It also gets into
more advanced levels of ground fighting when
forced to the ground and is being held.

Due to the visual nature of some environments
it is important to understand the nature of lower
level controls and how to apply them so they
will be effective as well as be able to read the
body language of a threat and know when to
respond with elevated force.

Module 3:
This module begins introducing the firearm
into the previous material learned. They start
to recognize and ingrain the needed reactions
and techniques to respond to it. It also covers
the principals involved with firearm disarming.
We believe that anyone will develop a greater
understanding using this educational process
then just learning a list of techniques. Lastly,
counter-measure for the knife is introduced
into the module.

" Knowing WHAT to do.
Knowing HOW to do it.
When your job is to protect,

The second part of this module begins to introduce the environment around a vehicle and the
various problems you may encounter as you
move your principle in and out of the car. Students learn to use the car as a tool.

Module 4:

Alan Baker is an internationally recognized martial
arts expert.
He has been training continually in the Martial Arts
since 1981 and teaching since 1990. In 1999 he
was inducted into the WHFSC International Martial
Arts Hall of Fame. In August of 2007 Mr. Baker
was awarded The rank of 7th Degree Black Belt by
the International Martial Arts Head founders
Grandmasters Council.
Mr. Baker is an Official member of the Prestigious

This program introduces tactical ground
fighting and counter grappling. Due to the
popularity of grappling, the chances of the
protection agent ending up on the ground are
higher.

International KFM Top Team and an assistant

The standard of the industry is to study grappling in order to counter grappling, this takes a
great commitment from the protection specialist. This module gives a solid answer to
counter this environment by using more of an
anti-grappling mindset. It is the goal of the
protection agent to end the encounter quickly,
get back to your feet and back to the client.

of martial arts as well as multiple instructor level

ambassador to the United States.
In the course of his career he has attained the
level of black belt or higher in Thirteen disciplines
certifications in additional systems under some of
the industry’s most renowned leaders such as Dan
Inosanto, Pedro Sauer, Francis Fong, Erik
Paulson, Leo T. Gaje, Jr, Justo Dieguez Serrano,
Andy Norman, James Cravens and Paul Vunak.
Some of these systems include Gracie Brazilian

What you know makes all the difference."

Winchester, Virginia

Sifu Alan Baker

Contact us at: 212.268.4555

Jiu Jitsu, Thai Boxing, Filipino Kali, Keysi Fighting
Method, Burmese Bando, Kodokan Judo, Combat
Submission Wrestling and Wing Chun Kung Fu.
He is the founder and chief instructor of the Atlanta
Martial Arts Center in Atlanta, Georgia and the

Learn about EPI:
www.personalprotection.com

creator of the Warriors Path Physical Training
Method.

